
mograph (1,2). Data are acquired for short periods (typi
cally 4 to 10min) at each position. The utilityof the whole
body technique in detecting and staging cancer has been
demonstrated using the glucose analog [â€˜8F]2-fiuoro-2-
deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) (3â€”5)and it should be equally
applicablewith other specific tracersas they become avail
able.

The 10â€”20min usually requiredto obtain a transmission
scan with adequate statistics at each position precludes the
routineapplicationof attenuationcorrection inwhole-body
imaging.As a result, accuratequantificationis not possible
and reconstructed images include artifacts, such as an ap
parent decrease in tracer accumulationtowards the center
of the body and an apparent increase in tracer accumula
tion in lung (2). The ability to perform attenuationcorrec
tion would improve the utility of whole-body imaging by
removing such artifacts and enabling the measurement of
absolute or relative tracer uptake in tumors and normal
tissue. The technique could also be applied in dosimetry
(6) and in the longitudinal assessmentofdisease states (7).

In previous work, segmentation of attenuation images
derived from short transmission scans was proposed for
attenuation correction in whole-body PET (8). Although
the feasibility of this approachwas demonstrated, the need
for a transmission study before tracer administration
makes the procedureunduly lengthy. Ideally, transmission
datawould be acquiredsimultaneouslywith emission data,
which would ensure perfect spatial registration of the two
measurements and decrease the length of the study. Sev
eral methods have been reported for acquiring transmis
sion data simultaneouslywith single-photon emission data
on a rangeof instruments(9â€”12).There has only been one
such method reported for PET, which was implemented
and evaluated on a two-ring brain tomograph (13,14)

In this article, we describe a methodology for attenua
tion correction of whole-body PET studies using simulta
neous emission and transmission (SET) measurements.
Quantitative accuracy and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
were measured as functions of acquisitiontime in phantom
studies and we demonstrate the clinical application of the
methodology.

We descobe a methodology for measuring and correcting for
attenuationin whole-bodyPET using simultaneousemission
and transmission (SET) measurements. Methods: The main
components of the methodology are: (a) sinogram windowing of
lowactMty (50 MBa)rotatingesGe/Ga rod sources, (b) seg
mented attenuation correction (SAC) and (c) madmum Iikeli
hood reconstruction using the ordered subsets EM (OS-EM)
algohthm. The methods were implemented on a whole-body
positron emission tomograph. Quantitativeaccuracy and the
signal-to-noiseratio(SNR)were measuredfora thorax-tumor
phantomas functionsof acquisitiontime (range:2â€”20mmper
position).Results: When a typicalrod source actMty(200 MBq
esGe/Ga) was used, emission SNR was 60% lower in simulta
neous than inseparate measurements. The differencewas only
14%whenthe rodscontained45 MBqesGe/Ga.The SNRwas
further irnproved by SAC in conjunction wfth OS-EM reconstruc
ton and the relativegain increased with increasing acquisition
time. Quantitative estimates of tumor, liver and lung radioactivity
agreed withvalues obtainedfroma separatehighcountmea
surementtowithin8%,independentofacquisitiontime.Conclu
slon: Attenuationcorrectionof whole-bodyPET images is faa
sible using SET measurements.There is good quantitative
agreementwrn@conventionalmethodsand increasednoise is
offset by the use of SAC and OS-EM reconstruction.

Key Words:whole-bodypositronemissiontomography;simul
taneous emission and transmission acquisition; attenuation cor
rection;expectation maximization
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tenuation correction is normally a routine procedure
in PET using attenuation factors derived from a transmis
sion scan or by assumingconstant tissue density. A notable
exception is whole-body PET imaging. The whole-body
technique effectively extends the axial field of view of the
PET scanner by moving the bed in steps through the to
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SET Measurements
The method for simultaneously acquiringemission and trans

missioncoincidencedata is an extensionofthe sinogramwindow-@ 6
ing technique (15â€”17)which has been used to performtransmis- T + 2f@R@+@ + S@+
sion measurements after tracer administration (18â€”20).The
angulardisplacements of one or more rod sources rotatingabout@ simultaneousacquisition,randomand scattered coinci

dencesarisingfrombothsourcescontributeto theemissionmeathe tomograph axis at a fixed radius are continuously encoded,
surement, as indicatedby the subscripts.enabling the sinogram elements representing colinear detector

pairs to be determined.Coincidencesrecorded within a narrow 5egmer@ed Attenuation Correction
window centered on each rod (primarilytransmissionevents) are The method of segmented attenuation correction (SAC) has
stored in a separate sinogram from those recorded outside the been describedpreviously (8). Withminorchanges, the technique
window (primarilyemission events). has been applied to whole-body PET data. Briefly, attenuation

The effect of sinogramwindowing is to: (a) expose the detec- imagesarereconstructedaftercalculatingthe naturallogarithmof
tors nonuniformlyto the emission source and (b) reduce the effi- the blank-to-transmissionsinogram ratios. The histogramof at
ciency of the tomographfor detectingemissionevents. In addi- tenuationvalues is then calculatedover the entire whole-body
tion, some emission events are recorded in the transmission volume to improve statistical reliability.The lung and soft-tissue
window andsome transmissionevents spillover into the emission peaks are approximatedby Gaussianfunctions and a cumulative
window.Thus, the numberof coincidencesrecordedin the 1th probabilitydensityfunction(PDF)is calculatedforeachpeakby
projectionbin within the emission window is given by: integratingunder the fitted curve. The probabilitiesof a given

wr@ = râ‚¬@@+ K;tT, Eq. 1 pixel value, /L1, belonging to the peaks corresponding to lung and

soft tissue, P(@@@Ii@1)andP(p@1@p@)respectively,are calculated
where @emandc@rarethe numberof coincidences arisingfromthe fromthe PDF. If the originalattenuationvalue fallsbetween some
emissionand transmissionsources, respectively(includingscat- arbitrarylimits,weightedprobabilitiesare used to assignthe new
ter), r1is the relative efficiency of the detector pair duringsino- pixel value, .t:
gram windowing and f is the constant spillover fraction. Similarly,

/L( =@ /hj < /@lung and P(i@Ii@1) < 0.25 Eq. 7A

the numberof coincidences recordedin the transmissionwindow
isgivenby: @=@st@

wr=c@+(1â€”r@)@m. Eq.2 otherwise
Neglectingscattered coincidences, the relative detector effi-@ +@

ciency and constant spillover fraction for a particular tomograph !@ @(@I@) + P(@I@@) ECI@7C
depend only on the width of the sinogramwindow. That is, they
are independent of emission source distributionand geometry. After the image volume has been segmented, synthetic trans
Therefore, given that these effects can be measured, the above mission sinograms are calculated by forward projection and
equations can be solved for@ and Cit: smoothed with a one-dimensional Gaussian kernel (FWHM =

6 mm) to match the resolution of the measured emission sino
Eq. 3 grams.

Accelerated EM Reconstruction Using Ordered

1(1â€”r1XW@mf@/lr)} Eq Subsets
@r u,ytr@ r + fr â€”f@@ 4 The ordered subsets expectation maximization (OS-EM) algo

rithm (22) is used to reconstruct the attenuation-corrected emis
sion data. This is a relatively straightforwardadaptationof con

In the experimentalwork that follows, the noise equivalent ventionaiEM(23,24).RecallthatCrâ€•arethenumberof emission
count rate (NEC) was used to predict the effect of rod source coincidences recordedin the 1thprojectionbin. Let P8be the set ofradioactivity on SNR in SET measurements. The NEC is defined
as the coincidence rate equivalentin termsof noise to a measure- parallelprojections{C@, C@?1,. . . } thatview the object at angle
ment thatdoes not include scatteredor randomcoincidences (21) 0, orthogonal to the tomograph axis. The projection data are
and is given by: grouped into n subsets, denoted S@, @2@@ .@ The subsets nor

mally consist of projection views separated by some fixed angle
T2 about the object. For example, each subset might consist of two

NEC = T + 2f@R+ S â€˜ Eq. 5 sets of parallelprojectionsspaced90Â°apart:

Si = {P0,P,@J, @2{@ir/4'P3,,@4},andso on.where T, R and S are the true, randomand scatteredcoincidence
rates, respectively, and fth@is the fraction of the field of view Each pixel j in the image, 4 is initiallyassigned an arbitrary
subtendedby the object. When SET measurementsare made, the positive value. Then, for each subset in turn(k = 1, . . . , n), the
effect of the sinogramwindow on emission data is to reduce the expected projectionvalues are calculated as:
true, random and scattered coincidencerates by the factor f,
where i@= 1/n@@ r (the relativeefficiencyaveragedover n
detectorpairs),and,ignoringspilloverfromthetransmissionwin- N@@ ajjAJCforprojectionbinsi E 5k , Eq. 8
dow, theNECcanbe approximatedas: j-1

@-@em

â€˜-1 r1+fr1â€”f
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where a@is the probabilitythat an emissionfrom pixel j is re
cordedin projectionbin i. The imageestimateis then updated, as
in the M-step of the EM algorithm:

â€˜V
@@Nk

1k+1... 1k lESk
j _j a3@

iES@,

The EM procedure is repeated until all n subsets have been
exhausted. Such a cycle is considered a single iteration of OS
EM.TheconventionalEMalgorithmis a specialcase of OS-EM
with the numberof subsets equal to 1. For the case of noiseless
projections,it has been shownthat as each subset is introduced,
the image converges as far towards a maximum likelihood solu
tion as a full iteration of EM using all projections (22). Hence,
speed of reconstructionis considerably increased comparedwith
EM.

We havepreviouslystudiedthe OS-EMalgorithmundercon
ditions encountered in whole-bodyFDG-PET using SET mea
surements (25). Under these conditions we found that:

1. A singleiterationofOS-EMissufficient.
2. The optimal number of subsets is 8 to 16 for acquisition

times rangingfrom 2 to 10 mm, independentof tumor size,
concentrationandcountingstatistics.

3. OS-EM is approximately 12 times faster than conventional
EM.

4. OS-EMwithpostreconstructionfilteringprovidesa signifi
cantly better SNR than filtered backprojectionfor equiva.
lent spatial resolution.

Experimental Work
SET dataacquisitionwas implementedandevaluatedon an

ECAT951Rwhole-bodytomograph(Siemens/CT!,Knoxville,
TN). The tomograph has a 60-cm transaxial field of view, a
10.8-cmaxialfieldofview andproduces31imageplanes(16direct
planes and 15 cross-planes) spaced 3.38 mm apart. Transaxial
spatial resolutionis 5.9 mm FWHM at the center of the fieldof
view and axial resolution is 4.6 mm FWHM. The transmission
source arrangement consists of three stainless steel rods contain
ing approximately85 MBq @Ge/Gaeach at the time of installa
tion. The rods rotate with a fixed radiusof 35 cm at 1 revolution
every 10sec. The window width thatoptimizes transmissionSNR
duringsinogramwindowingwas measuredas seven projection
bins (22 mm) per rod (26). Using this window, the spillover frac
tion was measured as 8.6% by performinga simultaneous acqui
sition with no emission source present. The relative detector
efficiency(r1in Equations 1â€”4)was measuredfor every point in
the acquisitionsinogramby generatingnoiseless coincidence data
as input to the sinogramwindowingprocessor board while per
forminga simultaneousacquisition.

Inallof thefollowingexperiments,measuredattenuationcor
rection refers to the use of attenuation factors derived from the
ratio of blank-to-transmissionprojectionvalues, after smoothing
the sinogramswith a 9 x 9 spatialaveragingkernel (approximate.
ly 15mmFWHM).Whenusingfilteredbackprojection,a Shepp
Logan filter with cutoff frequency (f.,@)equal to 0.3 times the
Nyquist rate (t@Nyq_ 1.6 @cleS.@flf')was used, unless stated
otherwise.WhenusingOS-EM,the projectiondata were divided
into 16subsets and a two-dimensionalpost-reconstructionGaus

sian filter was used (FWI-IM = 8.7 mm). In both cases, the
resultingspatial resolutionwas approximately10 mm FWHM.

Effect of Rod Source Radioactivityon the SNR. True and
random coincidence rates were recorded for a 20-cm diameter
cylinderfilledwith â€˜â€˜Cin aqueoussolution,as the sourcedecayed
over10half-lives(t1,@= 20.4mm).NECcurveswerethencalcu

E 9 lated, taking into account the increased random and scattered
q. coincidence rates due to high activity (200 MBq) and low activity

(50 MBq) @Ge/Garod sources. The average relative detector
efficiency,f, wasset equalto 0.91,correspondingto a 7-pixelwide
window for each of three rods; a scatter fraction (51(5 + T)) of
0.15 was assumed.

Phantomstudieswereperformedto furtherassesstheeffectof
rod source radioactivityon SNR in SET measurementsand to
verify the predictionsof the NEC analysis.A 20-cmdiameter
cylindercontaining12kBq . m1' of @Ge/Gawas imagedsepa
rately and simultaneouslyfor 10 mm using three rotating @Ge/Ga
rod sources (200 MBq total) and a 7-pixel wide window. The
experimentwas repeatedusingthreedifferentamounts(133MBq,
70 MBq and 45 MBq) of total activity in the rods. The simulta
neous data were separated into emission and transmissioncom
ponents accordingto Equations 3 and 4. Measuredattenuation
correction was then applied to the emission data using the cone
spending transmission data and images were reconstructed using
filteredbackprojectionand a rampfilter(f@@= fNyq).SNR, defined
as the ratio of the region of interest (ROl) mean to its standard
deviation, was calculated for six nonoverlapping ROIs placed on
the reconstructedimages.

Quanfitative Accuracy and SNR as Functiorar of Acquisition
Time: Thorax-Tumor Phantom. Each component of the method
ology described above could affect the quantitative accuracy and
SNR in whole-body PET images. Therefore, quantitative accu
racy and SNR were measured as functions of acquisition time
using a thorax-tumorphantom. The phantom is an elliptical cyl
inderwith majorand minor axes 30 cm and 20 cm, respectively.
Lung-shaped cavities were filled with polystyrene beads sus
pended in water to simulate lungs. A wire mesh was inserted
approximatelyone-thirdof the way into the right lung cavity to
constrain the polystyrene beads to one end of the cavity. This
simulated the diaphragmseparatinga water-bead solution (lung)
from water only (liver). The cavities were filled with an aqueous
solution of â€˜8Fwith a concentration of approximately 15
kBq . m1' in the liver and 6 kBq . ml' in the lung. In addition, a
2-cmdiametervial (3.5cm in length)containingapproximately40
kBq . ml â€ẫ€˜8Fwas affixedto the liver side of the wire mesh
simulatinga tumor.The remainderof the phantomwas filledwith
watercontainingthe sameconcentrationof radioactivityas the
liver.

Data AcquL@tition.A high count emission study was acquired
for 60 mm, commencingwhen the true coincidencerate was
approximately40kcts . sec â€˜. Thephantomwasallowedtodecay
until the true coincidence rate fell to approximately 20
kcts . sec', which is typical for a whole-body [â€˜8FJFDGstudy. A
20-mmdynamic study comprising10 frames of 2 mm duration
each was then performed using SET acquisition. Transmission
datawere measuredwith a single rotatingrod containing50 MBq

@Ge/Ga.Afterallowingthephantomtodecayforanadditional20
hr, a 60-mmtransmissionscan was obtained using three rotating
rods containing 185 MBq @Ge/Gain total and sinogram window
ing. A 90-mmblank scan without sinogramwindowing was also
acquired.
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Data Analysis. The separatehighcount emissionscan was
corrected for attenuation using the separate transmission scan
with measured attenuation correction and reconstructed using
filteredbackprojection.Each frame in the simultaneousacquisi
tion was separated into emission and transmissionsinogramsac
cordingto Equations3 and 4. The frameswere then summedto
form emission and transmission scans with acquisition times rang

ing from 2 mm to 20 mm. The average true coincidences per direct
planerangedfrom80 x 10@to 780x 10@for the emissiondata and
from0.2 x 106to 2 x 106for the transmissiondata. Each emission
scan was corrected for attenuationusing the correspondingtrans
missiondata. Threemethodsof attenuationcorrectionand recon
struction were used: (a) measured attenuation correction with
filteredbackprojection,(b)SAC(j.@= 0.092cm', 0.035cm' and
0 cm â€˜for water, lung and air, respectively)with filteredback
projection and (c) SAC with OS-EM reconstruction. Recon
structedpixelvalueswereconvertedto activityconcentrationsby
referenceto measurementsofa 20-cmdiametercylinderofknown

@Ge/Gaconcentration.
NonoverlappingROIs (diameter= 20 mm, n = 6) were defined

for the liver and lung on a single slice throughthe phantom. For
the tumor, a small ROl (diameter= 10 mm)was centered on the
tumor in six adjacent imagingplanes. The mean ROl value and
standard deviationwere calculatedfor each set of reconstructed
images. The SNR was assessed for the tumor using the same small
RO!anda largerbackgroundROl(diameter= 20mm)placedin
the liver, adjacentto the tumor. Signalwas definedas the differ
ence between the tumor and backgroundmeans, and noise was
definedas the standarddeviationin the backgroundROl.

Human Study. A whole-body simultaneous emission-transmis
sion PET study was performed on a 25-yr-old woman with malig
nant melanoma.The scan was acquired30mmafter intravenous
administrationof 430MBq[18FJFDG.A urinarycatheterwas in
place for the duration of the study. The rod sources contained
approximately50 MBq @Ge/Gain total.Datawere acquiredat
eight axial positions for 8 mm each. Each end plane was discarded
and the new end planes overlapped, resultingin 225 planes total,
with approximatelyuniformsensitivity,spaced 3.38 mm apart.
The scanning protocol resulted in an axial field of view of 76 cm
and total acquisition time of 64 mm. Emission and transmission
sinogramswere separated accordingto Equations 3 and 4. The
emissionsinogramswere reconstructedwithout attenuationcor
rection using filteredbackprojection.In addition, the emission
datawere correctedfor attenuationusingthe correspondingtrans
mission data and reconstructedusing the same three methods as
for the phantomstudies.

RESULTS

Effect of Rod Source Radioactivity on the SNR
The effect of reducing rod source radioactivityon emis

sion NEC duringsimultaneous acquisition is shown in Fig
ure 1. With 200-MBq @Ge/Garods, emission NEC was
substantially reduced, effectively decreasing the efficiency
of the tomographby 56%when activity in the phantomwas
50 MBq. The differencein NEC betweenseparateand
simultaneous measurements was much less (12% at 50
MBq) when activity in the rods was reduced fourfold. The
NEC curves predict that the benefit of reducingrod source
activity is greatest for low activity emission sources. For
example, by reducing the total rod activity from 200 MBq
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FIGURE1. EffectofrodsourceactivityonNECinSETmeasure
ments of a decayingem@sionsource. NECcurves are shownfor
conventional acquisitionwith no transmission source present (solid
curve)and forSETacquisitionwithrotatingrodscontaining50 MBq
68Ge/Ga (dotted curve) and 200 MBqof @Ge/Ga(dashed curve).

to 50 MBq, the emission NEC for a cylinder containing30
MBq (which is approximately the activity in the field of
view using the uniform @GeIGaphantom) was increased
by a factorof 2.6. Assuming the measurementsare approx
imately Poisson distributed,this would be accompaniedby
an increase in noise of only V@. As a result, SNR would
be improved by a factor of 26/V@ = 1.61. Therefore, the
NEC analysis suggests that reducing rod source activity
fourfoldwould increase SNR in the emission measurement
by more than 60% as a result of reduced randoms and
deadtime.

The SNR measurements in the uniformphantomexper
iment are shown in Figure 2. In the separately acquired
study using 200 MBq @Ge/Garods, the emission SNR was
2.9 Â±0.1. In the simultaneous study using the same trans
mission rods, SNR was 1.5 Â±0.1 (52% decrease). By
reducing rod source activity from 200 MBq to 45 MBq,
emission SNR increased from 1.5 Â±0.1 to 2.5 Â±03 (67%
increase). Thus, SNR using simultaneous acquisition and
low activity rods was within 14%of that obtained using
separate emission and transmission measurements. These
results are in good agreement with the predictions of the
NEC analysis.

Quantitative Accuracy and SNR as Functions of
Acquisition Time

A representativeselection of the reconstructedphantom
images is shown in Figure3. The attenuationimages before
and after segmentation are shown in Figure 3A and the
corresponding emission images are shown in Figure 3B.
The slice shown is taken through the center of the tumor
near where the liver borders on the right lung. The seg
mentationresults were acceptable in all cases, althoughat
2 min therewere somespuriouspixelvaluesin the seg
mented images and the boundarieswere less well defined.

Figure 4 shows emission SNR plotted against acquisition
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FIGURE2. Signal-to-noiseratioinSETmeasurementsofa uni
form phantom as a function of rod source actMty. For comparison,
SNR measuredin images derivedfromseparateemissionand
transmission measurements using typical rod source activity (200
MBqssGe/Ga)is also shown.

time for each of the processing methods applied to the
phantom data. For acquisition times less than 6 mm (aver
age counts <240 x 10@per direct plane), there was no
improvement by using SAC (in conjunction with filtered

FIGURE4. Signal-to-noiseratioin SET measurementsas a
functionof acquisitiontime. SNR was calculatedfrom emission
imagesshownin Figure3B,wt*h were obtsinedusingmeasured
attenuationcorrectionwithfilteredbackprc@ection(solidcurve),SAC
with fiftered backprOJeCtiOn(dashed curve) and SAC with OS-EM
reconstruction (doffedcurve).

backprojection)over measured attenuationcorrection. For
longer acquisition times, however, the SNR improved us
ing SAC (up to 28% at 20 min), and the relative gain tended
to increase with increasing acquisition time. More substan
tial improvement in SNR was observed using OS-EM re
construction in conjunctionwith SAC (upto 90%at 20 mm)
and, again, the relativegain in SNR increasedwith increas
ing acquisition time.

Estimated activity concentrations for the tumor, liver
and lung regions are shown for the three processing meth
ods applied in Figure 5. In each graph, the corresponding
mean ROl values obtained from the high count emission
study are indicated as solid horizontal lines and values 5%
above and 5% below the means are indicated by dashed
lines. By using measured attenuation correction and fil
tered backprojection (Fig. SA), quantitative values were
within 3%of those from the reference study for acquisition
times of 8 mm or more (average counts 320 x 10@per
direct plane). Quantitative accuracy deteriorated, how
ever, for acquisitiontimes less than 8 mm. The bias in ROI
values increased to approximately + 10%in the tumor and
liver at 2 min. Examination of the reconstructed j.@values
revealed a similar bias duringshort acquisition times. By
using SAC and filteredbackprojection (Fig. SB), the inac
curacy was largely removed, further indicating that the
transmission data were the main source of error. The bias
in estimating tumor count density was less than 5% over all
acquisition times. Quantitative values in the liver, how
ever, were overestimated by 5%â€”7%.The liver and lung
values were almost identical when OS-EM reconstruction
was used in conjunctionwith SAC (Fig. SC). Tumorvalues
were 2%-4%higherusingOS-EM (butstillwithin5%of the
referencevalues), suggestingthat spatialresolutionwas not
exactly equivalent for the two reconstruction algorithms.

2mm 6mm 10mm 20mm
FiGURE3. AttenuationandemissionimagesderivedfromSET
measurementsforacquisitiontimesrangingfrom2 to 20 mm(80 x

@ to 780 x I@ true coincidences per direct plane). (A) Attenuation
images before (toprow)and after segmentation(bottomrow).(B)
Emission images obtained using measured attenuation correction
withfiltered backprojection (top row), SAC with filtered backprojec
ton (middlerow)and SACwithOS-EMreconstruction(bottomrow).
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FIGURE6. A 25-yr-oldwomanw@imetastaticmeisnoma.Two
panels show uncorrected (toppanel) and attenuation-corrected (bot
torn panel)coronalimages using SET methodology.Multipledis
cretefociofincreasedFDGuptakeare seen withbothmethods,but
dearer lesion delineation and localization is seen in the bottom
panel.

jection and OS-EM were negligible in the liver and lung
ROIs, variances were appreciably smaller using OS-EM,
as indicated by the errorbars in Figures SB and C.

Human Study
The clinical applicationof the whole-body SET method

is illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. In Figure 6, representative
coronal slices with and without attenuationcorrection are
shown. In Figure 7, a single transaxial slice is shown for
each of the processing methods applied to the whole-body
SET study. Uncorrected images in Figures 6 and 7 illus
trate the artifacts typically present in whole-body PET
studies as a result of photon attenuation. Tracer uptake
was reduced markedly in the center of the reconstructed
image, and in areas of low attenuation, such as the lungs,
there was apparently increased tracer uptake. Artifacts
were removed by performingattenuationcorrection using
SET data. The SNR was markedly degraded, however,
using measured attenuation correction with filtered back
projection. The SNR was improved by using SAC and,
more noticeably, with OS-EM reconstruction. As a result,
better lesion perspicuity is evident in the bottom panel of
images in Figure 6 and in Figure 7D. These results are
consistent with those of the thorax-tumor phantom study.

DISCUSSION

The lack of attenuation correction and relatively poor
SNR are majorlimitationsof the currentwhole-body tech
nique. These factors preclude quantificationof tracer up
take and affect the abilityto detect and localize tumors. We
have described a methodology that addresses these limita
tions. Our main findingsare:

1. Quantitative agreement with measurements derived
from separate emission and transmission scans is

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Acquisitiontime(mm)

FiGURE5. Quantitativeaccuracyin SET measurementsas a
functionof acquisitiontime. EStimatedactivityconcentration(Â±1
s.d.)is shownforliver(cirdes),lung(squares)andtumor(triangles)
ROls.Solidand dashedhorizontallinesrepresentmeanand Â±5%
values, respectively,obtainedfromseparate highcount emission
and transmissionmeasurements.Graphs5Aâ€”5Ccorrespondto the
three methods applied to SET data: (A) measured attenuation cor
rectionwithfilteredbackprojection;(B)SACwithfifteredbackprojec
tionand; (C)SACwithOS-EMreconstruction.

Despite the small bias in the liver and lung values using
the lattertwo methods, quantitativeestimates were mostly
unaffected by acquisition time and were within 8% of the
values derived from the independent emission scan. Al
though quantitative differences between filtered backpro
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creased by reducing rod source activity, which effectively
increases detector efficiency. By using a similarNEC anal
ysis to thatpresented in this article, we have estimated that
the NEC for a transmission scan acquired with SOMBq

@Ge/Garods and sinogram windowing is approximately
equivalent to the NEC for a nonwindowed transmission
scan using 200-MBq rods. We furtherjustify the use of low
activity transmission sources by the results of the thorax
tumorphantomstudy. Here, the SNR of the reconstructed
attenuationimages using low activity rods was sufficiently
high to enable segmentation, even at short acquisition
times.

With filteredbackprojection, amplificationof noise dur
ing reconstruction is another importantcontributorto the
SNR in the final image. Therefore, we used the more fa
vorable noise properties of the maximumlikelihood-based
EM algorithm(27â€”29).Wilson and Tsui demonstratedthat
the advantage of EM over filteredbackprojection is great
est in areas of relatively lower count density (27). This was
verified in our study by reduced variance in the liver and
lung ROIswhen OS-EMwas used (Fig. SC)comparedwith
ifiteredbackprojection(Fig. SB). The variance in the tumor
region was similar using both reconstruction methods. This
further suggests that the gain in tumor SNR due to EM
reconstruction, observed in this and a previous study (25),
is primarily due to reduced noise in the background region
ratherthan the tumor itself. Other studies are requiredto
determine whether increased SNR, as defined in this in
vestigation, leads to improved tumordetectability, as sug
gested by the phantom and clinical results.

Quantitative Accuracy
By using measured attenuation correction and filtered

backprojection, we observed that data acquisition for less
than 8 min per position (<320 x 10@counts per direct
plane) at typical count rates introducedappreciablebias in
the tumor and liver estimates. Since the bias was not in
dependent of acquisition time, errors in performingcross
over corrections between emission and transmission win
dows can be excluded. The gradualincrease in apparent @t
values with decreasing acquisition time and the observa
tion that the bias was removed after performingSAC sug
gests that the transmission data were the main source of
inaccuracy. The most probable cause is the increasing like
hihoodof obtaining zero projection bin values in the cross
over-corrected transmission sinograms. This occurs as a
result of subtracting noisy emission data from the trans
mission window already containing high levels of noise.
When calculating attenuation correction factors (and p@
projections for reconstruction), zero projectionvalues are
handled by applying an upper bound of 80, which is ap
proximately double what might typically be expected for
coincidence lines passing throughthe center of the thorax.
Thus, as acquisition time decreases, more projections are
likely to be assigned the upper boundary value which
would, in turn, tend to increase the average attenuation
factors.

FiGURE 7. Singletransax@imagesectionfrompatientinFigure
6 at the level of liver-spleen. Processing methods applied to SET
data were: (A) no attenuation correction; (B) measured attenuation
correctionwithfilteredbackprojection;(C)SACwithfilteredbackpro

@on;and (D)SAC withOS-EM reconstruction. Fociof abnormally
increased FDG uptake are more clearly seen in panel D.

within 8% for acquisition times rangingfrom 2 to 20
min (average emission counts = 80 x 10@â€”780x 10@
per direct plane).

2. SNR in images derived from SET measurements is
improved by using low activity rod sources due to
reduced randoms and deadtime.

3. The emission SNR is further improved by SAC and
OS-EM reconstruction, particularlyin areas of low
count density such as the liver and lungs.

4. Over the rangeof acquisitiontimes(or accumulated
counts) studied, the relative gain in emission SNR
due to SAC and OS-EM reconstruction increases as
acquisition time increases.

5. Although preliminary, the results obtained from chin
ical applicationof this methodology suggest improved
lesion detectability compared with conventional
whole-body imaging.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The high randomcoincidence rate duringSET measure

ments was identified as a major source of noise, which
particularly affects the emission data. This problem was
addressed by reducing the transmission rod source activ
ity, as demonstrated by the NEC analysis and the results
from the uniformphantom experiment. One would expect
that reducingthe total rod source activity to approximately
SOMBq would severely limit the statistical reliability of the
transmission measurement, particularlywhen short acqui
sition times are used. The reduced true coincidence rate,
however, is offset by a largerreductionin randomsbecause
the random coincidence rate is proportionalto the square
of the true coincidence rate. System deadtime is also de
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The loss of quantitativeaccuracy with decreasing acqui
sition time was overcome by using SAC. The segmentation
approach, however, also has some limitations. With SAC,
activity concentration in the liver was overestimated by
S%â€”7%.The bias in liver values was the same for all
acquisitions but was not present using measured attenua
tion correction and was therefore probably due to overes
timation of the@ value for water used in this experiment.
Thus, using SAC, the accuracy of quantitative estimates
largely depends on the choice of appropriatej@values. We
have also observed poor segmentation results in some pa
tient studies due to insufficient sampling of the lung distri
butionof i.tvalues (when only partof the lungs are included
in the fieldofview, for example). The effect is to shrinkthe
lung boundaries and artificially increase counts, particu
larly near the superior border of the liver. Therefore, SAC
should be used with these caveats in mind and careful
quality control of the results should be exercised.

Clinical Application
The results of the human study illustrate the clinical

applicability of the SET method. Attenuation correction
removed the artifacts typically present in whole-body im
ages and SNR was optimized by SAC and OS-EM recon
struction. We realize that the uncorrected images shown in
Figures 6 and 7 were obtained using data acquired simul
taneously with transmissiondata that are more noisy than
data acquired conventionally. They were, nevertheless,
representativeof the noise and artifactsobserved using the
current whole-body technique. The gold standard of atten
uation correction using preinjection transmission data is
impracticalbecause of increased study duration. SET al
lows for quantificationwithout increasing the acquisition
time and ensures spatial registrationof emission and trans
mission data.

While the quality of the SET whole-body images is ev
ident, an important consideration for the routine applica
tion of these methods is the time required for data process
ing. EM reconstruction is generally regarded as being too
time-consumingfor routine clinical use. The OS-EM algo
rithm,with its considerable accelerationover conventional
EM, is a practical alternative to filtered backprojection.
Each slice takes approximately30 sec to reconstructusing
OS-EM on a Sun Sparc 10/41 processor (Sun Microsys
tems, Mountain View, CA). Data processing time is further
reduced by sharing the reconstruction task between sev
eralhost processors. For example, a typical study acquired
at eight axial positions covering a 76-cm field of view (225
slices) takes less than 30 min to reconstruct using five host
processors. The total duration for all processing steps,
including corrections for crossover, detector nonunifor
mity and attenuation, is approximately 60 min from the end
of the acquisition to the time the images are available for
review. As processor speeds increase and multiprocessor
hosts become widely available, we believe the need to
share processing among several hosts will diminish.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a methodology for attenuation cor
rection in whole-body PET studies using SET measure
ments. The effect of each component of the methodology
on quantitative accuracy and SNR was â€˜investigated as a
function of acquisition time. Quantitative estimates de
rived from SET measurements agreed with those derived
from separate measurements to within 8% over the range
of acquisition times typically encountered in whole-body
PET (2â€”20min per position). The SNR was optimized by
using low activity transmission sources, segmented atten
uation correction and maximum likelihood-based EM re
construction. In our department, whole-body images ob
tamed by this methodology are routinely calibrated in units
of standardizeduptake values (7). Clinical studies are on
going to evaluate the effect of this methodology on tumor
detectability and patient management.
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